Style and design
with her in mind

There’s nothing hard about it. Swift™ FX Bella is so soft, light
and simple, it feels like it’s barely there! Minimal contact on the
face and unobtrusive design make therapy less intimidating and
easy to accept. It accommodates a variety of hairstyles too.
Benefits for you ...

... and your patients

Intuitive, almost instant fit
Once the right pillows size is selected, Swift FX
Bella requires minimal or often, no adjustment. So it
saves you time, money and additional patient visits.

Hair management
The exclusive Bella headgear is designed to stay
out of her hair for uncomplicated hair management
and the entire system enhances comfort.

Interchangeable with Swift FX for Her
Swift FX Bella is fully interchangeable with Swift FX
for Her (both use the same pillows and tubing) for
an increased level of patient compliance.

Interchangeable with Swift FX for Her
It is fully interchangeable with Swift FX for Her
(both have the same pillows and tubing) which
provides users with another headgear option.

Easier therapy acceptance
Designed for instant appeal, Swift FX Bella is not
intimidating, helping users accept and continue
therapy. And with very few parts, the system is
easy to clean and assemble.

Choice of sleeping positions
Swift FX Bella is stable during movement as the
user sleeps—so they can sleep on their side or
their back, positioning the tube as desired.

Stable seal
The Swift FX Bella system stays in place and
maintains seal effectively.

Quiet performance
Innovative vent design diffuses airflow for quiet
mask performance—only 25 dBA.*

Swift FX Bella
TM

NASAL PILLOWS SYSTEM
* Declared dual numbered noise emission values (with
uncertainty 3dBA) in accordance with ISO 4871.e 1

Caters for her personal style
Whether the user has long or short hair, Swift FX Bella is comfortable and
convenient … and it’s finished in a stylish feminine colour scheme, just for her.
Pillows for her (XS, S and M) come packaged with the mask system to fit
most female patients.
Pillows for her...

XS

S

Flexible pillows with
trampoline action
accommodate movement in multiple
directions while maintaining seal

M

Bella headgear
fits comfortably around the
ears and stays out of her
hair, for a more streamlined
look and feel

Dual-wall nasal pillows
seal on contact for a gentle,
comfortable seal, offer a wide
fit range and disperse air gently
to the nose

Soft, narrow cushion with
integrated flexible chamber
positions the tubing
for ease of use
‘Lock and key’
for easy attaching and
detaching of headgear

Quiet vents
diffuse and direct airflow quietly
away from the user and bed partner

Product Codes
		
Swift FX Bella mask system *

61561

Swift FX Bella headgear only **

61581

Swift FX Bella headgear and
Swift FX for Her headgear Combo **

61580

Ultra-smooth
360° rotating elbow
rotates with easy, fluid
movement for flexibility
in tube positions

Size and name
indicators
make it easy to identify
the size and the correct
orientation of the mask

Spring-flex lightweight tube stretches
and bends uniquely for increased stability

* Available in Europe 1 only. Includes XS, S, and M pillows, Swift FX
Bella headgear assembly, Swift FX for Her headgear assembly, pink
backstrap and pink soft wraps. L pillows available separately.
** Available in Europe 1, 2, 3.

Swift FX Bella
TM

Europe 1: English (UK), French, German and Italian (Switzerland)
Europe 2: English, Danish, Finnish, Norwegian and Swedish
Europe 3: English, Czech, Dutch (Belgium), French (Belgium), German (Belgium), Greek,
Hungarian, Italian, Polish, Portuguese, Russian, Slovak, Spanish and Turkish
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